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Individual Project - Noodle Interview Project and Noodle Narratives 

 

You will conduct an ethnographic interview of 1) an Italian/Chinese immigrant, 2) 

Italian/Chinese restaurant owner, or 3) any immigrant that has settled in the U.S., to 

discover his/her history with noodles. Through interviews and participant observations, 

you will have the opportunity to explore how the noodle, a staple food in China and Italy, 

holds onto the culinary traditions of its mother country while at the same time breaks 

away into new forms to fit into the identities of Italian, Chinese and other immigrants.   

 

 “Ethnographic interviewing is a type of qualitative research that combines immersive 

observation and directed one-on-one interviews. In anthropology, ethnographic 

researchers spend years living immersed in the cultures they study in order to understand 

behaviors and social rituals of an entire culture. Ethnographic interviewers apply this 

technique on a micro level to understand the behaviors and rituals of people interacting 

with individual products.”  

(https://confluence.sakaiproject.org/display/UX/Ethnographic+Interviews+-

+Interviewing+and+Observing+Users) 

 

You certainly do not need to spend long periods of time to observing, but the two key 

elements – interview and observation – should be reflected in your work.   

 

This project consists of two components: 

 

I. Noodle Interview Project 

 

You will conduct an ethnographic interview of either an Italian/Chinese person, 

Italian/Chinese restaurant owner, or an immigrant from another nationality to discover 

his/her history with noodles. Your interview will become part of our Noodle Narratives 

archive located at the following website: http://noodlenarratives.emorydomains.org/. You 

should find a focus area for your research and ask at least 10 questions of your 

interviewee (excluding his/her personal info, etc.). Please 1) upload your interview 

questions on Bb, film your interview, and post your video to your Domain website.  

 

General Guidelines for Interviews: 

 Identify your narrator—who can tell interesting stories, who has lived in 

China/Italy and/or the U.S. for extended periods of time, who enjoys noodle 

dishes. 

 Obtain consent— ask the interviewee to sign the consent form. Be sure the 

narrator understands why this interview is important and what your plans are once 

the interview is completed. Make the interview as professional as possible by 

scheduling an unhurried, private appointment with your narrator.  

 If possible, schedule the interview at the interviewee’s natural settings and ask 

him/her to show you the noodle or make the noodle he/she plans to mention in 

your conversation. 

 Test your recording device and volume before the interview.  

https://confluence.sakaiproject.org/display/UX/Ethnographic+Interviews+-+Interviewing+and+Observing+Users
https://confluence.sakaiproject.org/display/UX/Ethnographic+Interviews+-+Interviewing+and+Observing+Users
http://noodlenarratives.emorydomains.org/


 Prepare and take with you a general list of questions or topics that cover the 

research area as thoroughly as possible. Be sure you have done enough research to 

ask intelligent, probing questions. You should also be familiar with names and 

terms that are a part of your research.  

 At the time of the interview, be sure to explain again why you are interviewing 

this person and ask for the person's name, hometown, age range, occupation, etc.  

 Make the narrator as relaxed as possible and eliminate distractions. 

 Begin with simple questions, such as those relating to the narrator’s background. 

Cover the material chronologically wherever possible, as this is the way most 

people best remember events. Go through your list of topics, without interrupting 

the narrator or disturbing the flow of the interview. As new questions or areas of 

interest emerge, jot them down for follow-up. 

 Listen carefully, and be prepared to ask follow-up questions when necessary. 

 Take notes of your observations – the setting, the noodle, etc.  

 After the interview, be sure to review the spellings of names and places that the 

narrator has mentioned. Jot down any information regarding photographs or other 

materials that your narrator has identified during the interview, and double-check 

any dates or biographical information that the narrator has discussed.  

 Edit the video if necessary. 

 Post it on your blog site. 

 

II. Noodle Narratives 

 

Based on the interview you conducted, please write a noodle narrative of the 

person/restaurant you interviewed.  The narrative should be 3-5 pages and outline how 

noodles have influenced your interviewee culturally; how the noodle has brought Italian 

or Chinese culture into the interviewee’s life in America; and how American culture has 

manifested itself in the noodle’s cultural DNA.  

 

General Guidelines for writing an interview essay: 

 Immediately after leaving the interview:  

o Organize your notes 

o Transcribe the audio recording, or important sequences and quotes 

 Set your notes aside for a day or two to get a fresh perspective 

 Re-read the assignment and your research focus. What specifically is the focus of 

the assignment and what did you intend to focus on?  

 Review the entire interview's notes and recordings. Note from three to five major 

themes, and compare these with the assignment's objectives 

 For each significant theme, find an appropriate quote and include these into their 

categories 

 The following resources are available to you when you write: 

o The writing handbooks (e.g., Lunsford & Connors, The New St. Martins 

Handbook or Watkins & Dillingham, The Practical English Handbook); 

o The Artful Edit: On the Practice of Editing Yourself, by Susan Bell 

o the Emory Writing Center website; 

o Conferences with a Writing Center Tutor (404-727-0886). 

http://www.writingcenter.emory.edu/


 After completing the substance of the interview, develop an introduction and 

conclusion. 

 Proofread, verify with and cite your source(s), and spell check 

 If appropriate, send a copy to your interviewed subject with appreciation inviting 

feedback.  

 Upload your noodle narrative to your blog site.  

 

III. Timeline 

 

Dates Activities 

3/30 Wed. In class preparation – discussion of research focuses and questions 

4/4 Mon. Upload your research focus (a paragraph) and list of questions to Bb (in 

“Discussion”) 

4/6 Wed.  Receive feedback from Christine and Hong 

4/7 – 4/15 Conduct interviews and observations 

4/18 Mon Interview videos uploaded on Blog site.  

List of questions also uploaded on Blog site. 

4/20 Wed Noodle narratives uploaded on Blog site.  

 

IV. Grading Rubric 

 

Rubric for Interview 50% 

Criteria 

W
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5% 

* Research is 

focused and in-

depth 

* Person 

interviewed is 

extremely 

appropriate for 

topic 

* Research is suitable 

* Person interviewed 

is appropriate for 

topic 

* Research not 

suitable but shows 

some knowledge 

* Person interviewed 

is poor choice for this 

topic 
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Q
u
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ti
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20% 

* Open ended 

questions 

* Questions 

designed to draw 

out information 

from person 

interviewed 

* Some open ended 

questions 

* Some questions 

were designed to 

draw out information 

from person 

interviewed 

* Few questions were 

open ended 

* Few questions were 

designed to draw out 

information from 

person interviewed 
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S
eq

u
en
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a
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15% 

* Questions asked 

in logical order 

* Questions are 

designed to build 

on previous 

questions 

* Most questions 

asked in logical order 

* Some questions are 

designed to build on 

previous questions 

* Few questions are 

asked in logical order 

* Few questions are 

designed to build on 

previous questions 

V
id

eo
 

5% 

* Video is audible 

* Provides help for 

review 

* Video has an 

intro to 

interviewee 

* Video is mostly 

audible but has 

sections that are 

inaudible 

* Video is helpful for 

review 

* Video has an intro 

to interviewee 

* Video is mostly 

inaudible 

* Video provides little 

help for review 

* Video has no intro 

to interviewee 

L
o
g
is

ti
cs

 5% 

* Interview 

questions are 

uploaded on Bb on 

time. 

* Video is 

uploaded on Blog 

site on time.  

 

* Interview questions 

are uploaded on Bb 

on time. 

* Video is uploaded 

on Blog site on time.  

 

* Interview questions 

are not uploaded on 

Bb on time. 

* Video is not 

uploaded on Blog site 

on time.  

 

 

Rubric for Noodle Narrative 50% 

 

Your noodle narrative should outline how noodles have influenced your interviewee 

culturally; how the noodle has brought Italian or Chinese culture into the interviewee’s 

life in America; and how American culture has manifested itself in the noodle’s cultural 

DNA.  

 

SCORE between 40-50 is EXCELLENT. It demonstrates a high degree of proficiency in 

response to the assignment but may have a few minor errors. 

 

A paper in this category: 

 is well organized and coherently developed  

 clearly explains or illustrates key ideas  

 is generally free from errors in mechanics, usage, and sentence structure  

 

SCORE OF 30-39 is ADMIRABLE. It demonstrates clear proficiency in response to the 

assignment and may have minor errors. 

 

A paper in this category: 

 is generally well organized and coherently developed  

 explains or illustrates key ideas  

 is generally free from errors in mechanics, usage, and sentence structure  



 

SCORE OF 20-29 NEEDS WORK. It demonstrates proficiency in response to the 

assignment. 

 

A paper in this category: 

 is adequately organized and developed  

 explains or illustrates some of the key ideas  

 may display some errors in mechanics, usage, or sentence structure  

 

SCORE OF 10-19 is LIMITED. It demonstrates some degree of proficiency in response 

to the assignment, but it is clearly flawed. 

 

A paper in this category reveals one or more of the following weaknesses: 

 inadequate organization or development  

 inadequate explanation or illustration of key ideas  

 a pattern or accumulation of errors in mechanics, usage, or sentence structure  

 


